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Processing our dressing gowns

Personalization  

Guilted 
Belt Pocket sewing 

VERSION HALL VERSION HOOD 



hooded version - size L XL - 100% cotton 
  400 g / m2 With double twisted seams 

 2 side pockets, 200 cm waist 
 Wash on 40/60 degrees.  

Wrapped in bag 

version hall 

art OSLO for women and men 

made of high quality sponge with  
two pockets on the front  

for hotels that want  
to offer a complete service  

within the room  

hooded version450 gr 
size L XL 

cotton 90% poliester 10 % 
450 g/m2 

with double twisted seams2 side pockets, 
  200 cm belt 

wash on 40/60 degrees 
wrapped in a bag 



SAINT TROPEZ 450 gram white bathrobe gown with a scarf collar and two front  
pockets. Made of high quality yarn in a fine velvet velvet effect with velvet  
effect with an exclusive and refined shear.It has a very high degree of absorption  
and is easy to maintain.It is recommended for hotels that want to offer refined  
linen and towels to high quality guests. He does not despair. 
 



RAPALLO is a soft sponge product 100% cotton 
 480 gr/m2 with piano embroidery on two short sides.  
Recommended by hotel, who want to take high quality  
sponge with fantasy elegant and refined  
towel 40x40  
towel 60x100  
shower towel 100x150  
complete set 

line OSLO wipes from 400 gr/m2 
100% cotton soft terry products with 3 rows  
on the head / foot, to hotels that want  
to accept excellent standard quality  
towel 30x30  
towel 40x60 
bath towel 60x100  
shower towel 100 x 150 
complete set 



The OSLO 700 g / m² carpet is made of soft 100% cotton, with a central box.  
With high absorbency, placed on the outlet of the shower or before sinking.  
Product with excellent quality and price ratio, elegant and durable can be  
washed as often as required and always guarantees  
a pleasant hygiene Recommended for all types of accommodation 


